AN OVERVIEW OF USING KINEMATIC REDUNDANCY TO CREATE FAILURE TOLERANT ROBOTS
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Abstract. Kinematically redundant manipulators have been proposed for use in critical applications due to their ability to compensate for failures in individual joints. This article presents an overview of the current state of the art in utilizing kinematic redundancy to instill failure tolerance into robotic systems. Techniques are presented for improving performance prior to failures, anticipating impending errors in order to minimize their impact, and guaranteeing a specified level of performance after failures. These techniques are illustrated for both a locked-joint failure model and a free-swinging joint failure model, which together account for a large fraction of typical joint failure modes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Failures in robotic systems are not an uncommon occurrence [8]. A report from the Japanese Ministry of Labor indicates that over 60% of the industrial robots studied had a mean-time-between-failure of less than 500 hours; indeed, 28.7% had mean-time-between-failure of 100 hours or less [6]. These failures have significant consequences, ranging from economic impact in industrial applications to potentially catastrophic incidents in remote and/or hazardous environments [5]. A direct approach towards increasing robot reliability is to improve the reliability of the individual components [26]; however, achieving acceptable reliability rates is often prohibitively expensive, and sometimes technologically impossible. An alternate approach is to consider failure-tolerant robot designs. These typically incorporate a failure detection and identification scheme [30, 31] followed by failure recovery [29]. Designing the robot with redundant systems increases the options available for failure tolerance. Redundancy can be in the form of duplication of actuators and sensors [28, 32], or in the form of kinematic redundancy [16, 19, 21, 23], which is the topic of this work.

It is well known that the kinematic structure of a redundant manipulator must be carefully designed to guarantee that the additional degrees of freedom support failure tolerance [19]. Ideally, kinematic redundancy will provide greater dexterity prior to failures, minimize the immediate impact of a failure, and guarantee task completion by ensuring a reachable post-failure workspace. All of these desirable characteristics require that one consider both local dexterity measures, typically centered around the manipulator Jacobian [10, 11, 13, 16, 20, 24, 25], as well as global measures such as the post-failure workspace [9, 12, 17, 22]. Many times these measures can be related, for example, workspace boundaries re-
result in manipulator singularities that are easily identified by examining the Jacobian. This paper presents an overview of our work in both of these areas for two different types of failure modes, i.e., locked joint failures and free-swinging joint failures.

2. LOCAL FAULT TOLERANCE

2.1. Background

The position\footnote{The term “position” is used to refer to any combination of position and/or orientation variables.} of the end effector of a manipulator can be expressed in terms of its joint variables by the kinematic equation

$$\mathbf{x} = f(\mathbf{q}),$$

where \( \mathbf{x} \in \mathbb{R}^m \) is the position of the end effector, \( \mathbf{q} \in \mathbb{R}^n \) is the vector of joint variables, and \( m \) and \( n \) are the dimensions of the task space and joint space respectively. Redundant manipulators, by definition, have more degrees of freedom (DOFs) than required for a task, i.e., \( n > m \), where \( n - m \) is the degree of redundancy. The end-effector velocity \( \dot{\mathbf{x}} \) is expressed in terms of the joint rates \( \dot{\mathbf{q}} \) as

$$\dot{\mathbf{x}} = J\dot{\mathbf{q}},$$

where \( J \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n} \) is the manipulator Jacobian. For redundant manipulators, (2) is underconstrained and there are an infinite number of solutions which can be expressed as

$$\dot{\mathbf{q}} = J^+ \dot{\mathbf{x}} + (I - J^+ J) \mathbf{z},$$

where \( J^+ \) is the pseudoinverse of the Jacobian, and \( \mathbf{z} \in \mathbb{R}^n \). The first term on the right in (3) corresponds to the least-squares minimum-norm solution, while the second is the projection of the vector \( \mathbf{z} \) onto the null space of the Jacobian. The vector \( \mathbf{z} \) is frequently chosen as \( \mathbf{z} = \nabla h(\mathbf{q}) \) in order to optimize some desirable secondary criterion given by \( h \), under exact end-effector tracking \[18\]. Other methods for optimizing \( h \), such as those based on the extended Jacobian \[3\] or the augmented Jacobian \[7, 27\], also require its gradient.

The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) provides a mathematical framework for describing both the optimization scheme (3), as well as many of the failure tolerance measures considered here. The SVD of the Jacobian is the matrix factorization

$$J = U \Sigma V^T$$

where \( U \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times m} \) is an orthogonal matrix of the left singular vectors \( \tilde{u}_i \), and \( V \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n} \) is an orthogonal matrix of the right singular vectors \( \tilde{v}_i \).

The matrix \( \Sigma \) is \( m \) by \( n \), with \( \Sigma = [\Sigma_d \ 0] \), where \( \Sigma_d = \text{diag}(\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m) \) and \( 0 \) is an \( m \) by \( n - m \) zero matrix. The \( \sigma_i \) are called the singular values of \( J \), and satisfy \( \sigma_1 > \sigma_2 > \cdots > \sigma_m > 0 \). The rank \( r \) of \( J \) is simply the number of its nonzero singular values.

The SVD has long been a valuable tool for quantifying various dexterity measures: manipulability \[33\] (product of the singular values), isotropy \[1, 15\] (ratio of the maximum singular value to the minimum), task compatibility \[4\] (weighted combination of singular values) and proximity to singularities \[14\] (minimum singular value). Each of these measures has its own physical interpretation and can be used for quantifying the capabilities of a manipulator both before or after a failure.

2.2. Locked Joint Failures

The effect of a single locked joint failure of joint \( i \) is easily incorporated into the manipulator Jacobian by simply removing the \( i \)th column, i.e.,

$$J_{m \times n-1} = \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{j}_1 & \mathbf{j}_2 & \cdots & \mathbf{j}_{i-1} & \mathbf{j}_{i+1} & \cdots & \mathbf{j}_n \end{bmatrix},$$

or equivalently, replacing the \( i \)th column with zeros. One can then apply any of the local dexterity measures discussed above to the resulting post-failure Jacobian, \( J \), to determine the manipulator’s local tolerance to a failure in joint \( i \). The two most commonly applied local measures of fault tolerance are the reduction in manipulability \[25\] (due to ease of analysis), and the minimum singular value \[13, 16, 19, 20\] (a worst-case measure). As an example of a worst-case measure, consider the following kinematic fault-tolerance measure:

$$K = \min_{i=1 \ldots n} \sigma_i(J).$$

This measure can be re-expressed in terms of the singular vectors of the failed Jacobian \( F \) (where \( F \) denotes the index of the most debilitating joint failure) as

$$K = \sum_i \tilde{u}_i^T F^T \tilde{v}_i.$$

The change of \( K \) with respect to \( q_i \) is then given by

$$\frac{\partial K}{\partial q_i} = \tilde{u}_i^T \frac{\partial F}{\partial q_i} F^T \tilde{v}_i,$$

which can be used in the gradient\footnote{Note that \( K \) is not differentiable when \( F \) is not unique. However, this can be addressed through standard numerical techniques.} projection scheme suggested by (3), thereby maximizing the manipulator’s failure tolerance while exactly tracking \( \dot{x} \). An algorithm for performing these computations in real time is given in \[13\].
The above control scheme guarantees that the current configuration of the manipulator will be optimal in the sense that it maximizes $K$ for the desired end-effector position. However, it is instructive to consider the extremal values of $K$ over all possible manipulator designs and configurations. If one constrains the configurations to those that are isotropic [1, 14, 15] prior to failure, then it is easy to show that for single joint failures

$$0 \leq K \leq \sigma \sqrt{\frac{n - m}{n}}$$

(9)

where $\sigma$ denotes the norm of the pre-failure Jacobian [20]. Furthermore, it is possible to determine a canonical form for Jacobians that achieve the maximal value of $K$. For example, for a four DOF manipulator required to position in three-dimensional space, an optimally failure tolerant Jacobian is given by

$$J = \begin{bmatrix}
-\sqrt{\frac{3}{4}} & \sqrt{\frac{1}{12}} & \sqrt{\frac{1}{12}} & \sqrt{\frac{1}{12}}
0 & -\sqrt{\frac{2}{3}} & \sqrt{\frac{1}{6}} & \sqrt{\frac{1}{6}}
0 & 0 & -\sqrt{\frac{2}{3}} & \sqrt{\frac{1}{2}}
\end{bmatrix}$$

(10)

Note that the null vector of $J$ in this case is given by $[1 \ 1 \ 1 \ 1]^T$, i.e., all elements are of equal magnitude, which is a characteristic of optimistic failure tolerant Jacobians. At the other end of the spectrum, it is also easy to show that $K = 0$ whenever the $i$th element of the null vector of $J$ is equal to zero, which corresponds to a rank deficient post-failure Jacobian, $\dot{J}$. These results are similar to those obtained when using the manipulability-based failure tolerance measure, with analogous results for multiple joint failures [25].

2.3. Free-Swinging Joint Failures

This section considers a local measure of fault tolerance with respect to free-swinging type joint failures. A free-swinging failure is defined as a failure that prevents the application of actuator torque on a manipulator's joint so that the failed joint moves under the influence of external forces and gravity. While there are many measures that have been proposed for quantifying failure tolerance to free-swinging failures [10], [11], this section will use the swing angle as an illustrative example. The swing angle $\theta_i$ is defined as the angle through which a failed rotational joint $i$ moves after a failure, that is, the angle between the prefailure configuration and the settled, post-failure configuration. The resting position is that for which the center of mass of the portion of the manipulator outboard from the failed joint is at its lowest position relative to the gravitational field. The expectation is that with a small swing angle, the manipulator is less likely to cause secondary damage to itself or its environment. A shortcoming of a swing-angle based measure is that it provides a limited amount of information on the Cartesian motion of the manipulator [10].

The value of $\theta_i$ depends on several geometric parameters. Let $\dot{z}_i$ denote the unit vector along joint $\ell + 1$, the $z$-axis of the $\ell$th Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) coordinate frame: $\vec{s}^*$ denote the first moment of inertia of the composite rigid body formed by links $\ell + 1$ through $n$ referred to the origin of D-H frame $\ell$; and $\vec{g}$ denote the gravity vector in the upward direction. The angle through which joint $i$ would swing were it to fail is given by the angle between the projections of $\vec{s}^*_{i-1}$ and $-\vec{g}$ onto the plane perpendicular to $\dot{z}_{i-1}$ (the axis of rotation). This can be calculated as the angle between $(\vec{s}^*_{i-1} \times \dot{z}_{i-1})$ and $(-\vec{g} \times \dot{z}_{i-1})$, i.e.,

$$\cos(\hat{\theta}_i) = \frac{(\vec{s}^*_{i-1} \times \dot{z}_{i-1}) \cdot (-\vec{g} \times \dot{z}_{i-1})}{||\vec{s}^*_{i-1} \times \dot{z}_{i-1}|| ||\dot{z}_{i-1} \times \vec{g}||}$$

(11)

$$\sin(\hat{\theta}_i) = \frac{\vec{s}^*_{i-1} \cdot (-\vec{g} \times \dot{z}_{i-1})}{||\vec{s}^*_{i-1} \times \dot{z}_{i-1}|| ||\dot{z}_{i-1} \times \vec{g}||}$$

(12)

Provided neither $\vec{s}^*_{i-1}$ nor $\vec{g}$ is parallel to $\dot{z}_{i-1}$, equations (11) and (12) give

$$\hat{\theta}_i = \text{Atan2}[\vec{s}^*_{i-1} \cdot (-\vec{g} \times \dot{z}_{i-1}), (\vec{s}^*_{i-1} \times \dot{z}_{i-1}) \cdot (-\vec{g} \times \dot{z}_{i-1})]$$

(13)

where the range of $\text{Atan2}$ is $-\pi$ to $\pi$; otherwise the torque on joint $i$ is zero and $\hat{\theta}_i = 0$. The value $\hat{\theta}_i$ represents the failure-susceptibility measure of joint $i$ alone. For an $n$ DOF manipulator, a column of joint measures is given by

$$\hat{\theta} = [\hat{\theta}_1 \ \hat{\theta}_2 \ \cdots \ \hat{\theta}_n]^T$$

For positive semidefinite weighting matrix $W$, the form of a comprehensive failure-susceptibility measure $h(q)$ is given by

$$h(q) = \hat{\theta}^T(q)W\hat{\theta}(q)$$

(14)

As with the local optimization of $K$ in the previous section, the gradient [11] of $h(q)$ can be used in (3) to minimize the effects of a potential free-swinging joint failure while performing the desired task.

3. FAULT TOLERANT WORKSPACE

3.1. Locked Joint Failures

The post-failure workspace of a kinematically redundant manipulator is closely related to the null space of the manipulator Jacobian [17, 24]. The null space defines the tangent hyperplane to the self-motion manifold, whose size and shape can be used as a measure of fault tolerance. As a simple example, consider the three DOF planar manipulator shown in Fig. 1, where a projection of its
Fig. 1: A three DOF planar manipulator with equal link lengths is shown with the curves in the workspace having maximum and minimum failure tolerance capabilities. The points $A$, $B$, and $C$ are representative task space points that are analyzed for their global failure tolerance properties.

Fig. 2: The set of joint configurations that keep the manipulator's end-effector at a single 2D position form curves in the configuration space of the manipulator. The curves shown are the self-motion curves for the 3 link planar manipulator depicted in Fig. 1. The self-motion curves for some regions of the workspace are markedly larger than others. Points with large self-motion curves tend to be more failure tolerant.

self-motion curves onto the $(\theta_2, \theta_3)$ plane is shown in Fig. 2. Each curve represents the set of joint configurations that place the end-effector at a constant radius from the base. From the figure, one can see that some regions of the workspace have larger self-motion manifolds than others. For instance, the points at the boundary of the workspace are reachable in only a single joint configuration, which corresponds to the self-motion manifold also being a point. Clearly, workspace boundary points are unlikely to be reachable after any joint failure. In contrast, the workspace points at exactly one link length from the base have self-motion manifolds which span the entire range of joint values for all three joints. In this unique case the failed manipulator will always be able to reach the entire set of points one link length from the base regardless of which joint fails, or the configuration in which it fails.

To guarantee that a manipulator is capable of returning to a critical workspace position, the motion range for each of the $n$ joints must be constrained to lie within the range spanned by the self-motion manifold associated with that position. This effectively superscribes an $n$-dimensional bounding box aligned with the joint axes around the self-motion manifold. The size of the self-motion manifold bounding box is a measure of the inherent failure tolerance of its associated workspace position. If the manipulator fails while operating within the bounding box of a given desired end-effector position $x^*$, then it will always be able to position its end-effector at $x^*$ regardless of where the end-effector is when the failure occurs.

As a specific example, consider again the 3 DOF manipulator for which the bounding boxes associated with the self-motion surfaces for the three workspace points labeled $A$, $B$, and $C$ in Fig. 1 have been drawn in Fig. 2. Note that although $\theta_1$ and its associated boundaries are not shown, they also need to be considered. If we want to guarantee that task point $A$ is reachable after any single joint failure, the joint values must be restricted to the range of the bounding box for $A$'s associated self-motion manifold. Now, if in addition we want to guarantee that task point $B$ is reachable after any single joint failure, the joint values must be further restricted to $B$'s bounding box (which is the intersection of boxes $A$ and $B$). Notice that if the manipulator is in a configuration near the center of bounding box $B$ when a joint failure occurs, then the artificial joint restrictions must be released for the manipulator to reach task point $A$. Finally, consider trying to add task point $C$ to this scenario. The intersection of the three bounding boxes is indicated with a bold line in Fig. 2. By design if a joint fails while operating in this region then by relaxing these artificial joint limits, the manipulator can reach all three task points, however, with these artificial joint restrictions in place, task point $C$ is unreachable.

Thus constraining the motion of a manipulator's joints prior to a failure will, in general, render a significant portion of the original workspace unreachable. However, imposing appropriate software joint limits prior to a failure is crucial for increasing the size of the workspace that can be guaranteed reachable after an arbitrary failure.

---

3Note that the values for the bounding box are easily calculated by identifying zero elements in the null vector which also correspond to $K = 0$. 
3.2. Undetected Locked Joint Failures

All of the above work assumes that the failure of a joint is identified by the controller so that it can modify its commands to the remaining functional joints. While this is a reasonable assumption for many cases, there are situations where this may not be possible. It is interesting to note that the reachability of a desired task position, i.e., whether it lies in the post-failure workspace, is the dominant factor in whether the manipulator will eventually be able to complete its task, even if a joint failure is not recognized. In addition, the conditions under which a manipulator will not achieve the desired task position are closely related to the minimal values of the local failure tolerance measures discussed above. This is formally presented in the following theorem [12].

**Theorem 1** Consider a manipulator at a non-singular configuration, driven by a generalized inverse control

\[ \dot{q}_c = G\ddot{x}_c, \]  \hspace{1cm} (15)

where \( G = W^{-1}J^T(JW^{-1}J^T)^{-1} \) for some symmetric \( W > 0 \). Let \( S \) be the set of the indices of the \( k \) locked joints, \( j_i \) denote the \( i \)-th column of \( J \), and \( e_i \) denote the \( i \)-th natural basis vector. Then,

1. Only the failed joints are commanded motion if and only if the commanded end-effector velocity vector \( \dot{x}_c \) lies in the space spanned by the columns corresponding to the failed joints of the Jacobian, i.e.,

\[ \dot{q}_c = \sum_{i \in S} \alpha_i e_i \implies \dot{x}_c = \sum_{i \in S} \alpha_i j_i, \] \hspace{1cm} (16)

for some \( \alpha_i \in \mathbb{R} \), \( i \in S \)

2. Moreover, the failed joints are commanded non-zero velocities only if a post-failure weighted Jacobian is rank deficient, i.e.,

\[ \dot{q}_c = \sum_{i \in S} \alpha_i e_i \neq 0 \implies \ \left(JW^{-1}\right)^i \text{rank deficient}, \] \hspace{1cm} (17)

where \( \left(JW^{-1}\right)^i \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times (n-k)} \) is obtained from \( JW^{-1} \) by zeroing the columns with indices \( i \in S \).

Kinematic redundancy can be used to guarantee the post-failure reachability of task positions as discussed above, however, if a locked-joint failure is not detected, then the manipulator may or may not eventually reached the desired position. For example, consider a planar 3-DOF manipulator under pseudoinverse control that is required to move from an initial position \( x_i \) to a desired task position \( x_d \). In Fig. 3, the manipulator is able to successfully complete the task even with an undetected failure of joint 2. Illustrated in Fig. 4 is a case of erroneous convergence, where, even though the desired task position \( x_d \) is the same as in Fig. 3 (and lies in the post-failure workspace after a failure of joint 1), the manipulator converges elsewhere. These different convergence behaviors are characterized by the properties of the configurations to which a manipulator erroneously converges as outlined in the above theorem.
3.3. Free-Swinging Joint Failures

After a free-swinging failure, the failed joint moves under the influence of external forces and gravity. This motion results in the potential for secondary damage due to collisions with the environment. Techniques for minimizing this motion were discussed in section 2.3. and in [10, 11]. However, this motion also presents the possibility of expanded usefulness after a failure [2]. It is the issue of usefulness after a failure, in terms of the post-failure workspace, that is the topic of this section. The post-failure workspace is defined here as the set of all hand poses reachable by the manipulator when stationary with zero actuator torque on the failed joint (essentially equivalent to the zero swing angle case discussed in section 2.3.). By differentiating the constraints for maintaining zero torque on a joint and tracking the rank deficiency of the corresponding augmented Jacobian [9], one can efficiently trace the post-failure workspace boundary for any general manipulator.

The results of this technique are illustrated on a simple three DOF manipulator with link lengths of unity, link masses of unity, and link centers of mass at the link centers. The results for a failure of joint two are shown in Fig. 5. The regions shown are for stable solutions, meaning the center of mass of the portion of the manipulator outboard from the failed joint lies below the failed joint applies). Any workspace point corresponding to a stable solution can be reached after a failure simply by moving the healthy joints to their required positions along an arbitrary path. The number of solutions within a given boundary are obtained by selecting any location within the region and determining the number of zero-torque configurations that correspond to that location. Four configurations reaching a point within the dark gray region of Fig. 5 are shown in Fig. 6. For all the configurations, the composite center of mass of links two and three lies directly below the second joint.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The main conclusion of the work presented here is that kinematic redundancy can be very effective for providing a prescribed degree of tolerance to joint failures. However, the degree of failure tolerance is strongly dependent on the kinematic design of the manipulator and on the manner in which redundancy resolution is performed prior to a failure. Redundancy that is improperly incorporated and/or utilized can be rendered useless.
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